
 
 
TASMANIAN SURF LEAGUE  
ROUND 1 PREVIEW 
SURF SWIM - CRAIG SLY 
 
 
Roberts Real Estate Surf Swim Series 
Cool conditions greeted swimmers in round 1 of the Roberts Real Estate Surf Swim series, as clouds and a 
steady north easterly breeze provided great conditions for the first race of the series. The cool temperature 
coupled with choppy conditions made for some tactical racing, with sighting swim cans difficult and an 
incoming tide gradually increasing the swim length throughout the day. The ever increasing shore break 
also highlighted the need for a quick start to ensure that competitors were not unceremoniously dumped 
back onto the beach. 
 
In the male races, the lead pack was quickly established in the bouncy conditions with the fast starting 
young guns getting away quickly only to be joined by a few experienced competitors within the first 50 
metres. A pack of four quickly established a lead group with Ned Lennox, Jack Walton, Connor Polden and 
Craig Sly trading blows around the cans, closely followed by the evergreen Don Marsh. The speed went up 
on the return to the beach with competitors surging with the following swell, it is here that Ned Lennox and 
Jack Walton managed to pull a slight lead and eventually catch one of the building waves to the beach. 
Ned held on for a strong win, from Jack with Connor outsprinting Craig in the run to the line. 
 
Race two followed a similar trend, with a slightly fuller tide and increasing swell on offer. This time the 
leading pack of four included Jejoon Littler, stepping up from the under 17 area with Jack Walton taking a 
well-earned breather between age group races. Once again, a similar race plan took place with a pack of 
four gapping the field, and once again Ned Lennox finished strongly to take the win from Connor Polden in 
second and Craig Sly scoring a nice body surfing wave to take third ahead of young gun Jejoon Littler. 
Ned has now established himself as the series leader and the man to beat for the overall series points. 
Others will be watching him closely in the next round as we head to Clifton Beach where a wave from the 
back can change the race in a few seconds. 
 
The women’s race attracted a smaller field, mainly due to the chilly morning conditions, and I am sure we 
will see more competitors in rounds to come. While the field was small, the competition was hot with the 
testing conditions testing both speed and endurance of the competitors. Georgia Matthews led from the 
start with her longer legs proving advantageous in the wade and tricky shore break. She established an 
early break and held on strongly reaping the rewards of her winter training in preparation for this year’s 
Coolangatta Gold, finishing strongly with a comfortable lead over her rivals. The race for second was tight 
all the way to the finish with Miriam Boult able to hold on to a bodysurfing wave slightly longer than Maggie 
O’Leary to sprint up the beach for second. Zia Mitchelmore came home in fourth place with all competitors 
locking in solid points for the overall series and giving them all a good platform to launch from over the 
remaining three events. 


